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Designing Digital Organizations
Introduction
SMACIT (social, mobile, analytics, cloud, and Internet of Things) and other digital technologies are
threatening the profitability—and often the long-term viability—of established, successful businesses.
At the same time, these technologies present opportunities for established companies to offer new,
compelling value propositions that combine their existing competencies with the capabilities of new
technologies.
To help companies seize the opportunities and mitigate the threats of new technologies, MIT CISR and
The Boston Consulting Group (BCG) embarked on a study we called Designing Digital Organizations.
We explored two questions. First, what strategies best address the opportunities and challenges presented by digital disruption? Second, what must companies do to successfully execute those strategies?
For purposes of this study, we defined digital disruption as changes in the competitive environment resulting from the use of digital technologies by new market entrants or established competitors in ways
that undermine the value proposition of a company’s product/service portfolio or go-to-market approach.
Product/service disruption occurs when competitor initiatives lead to commoditization or even replacement of core products or services. Go-to-market disruption occurs when competitor initiatives offer new
channels or introduce intermediaries into the relationship between a company and its customers.
A distinguishing feature of SMACIT and other technologies is their accessibility. The technologies
themselves and applications of the technologies are readily available in the marketplace. Consequently,
clever applications of digital technologies are quickly replicated—and can’t deliver sustained competitive advantage.

This research report was prepared by Jeanne W. Ross and Ina M. Sebastian of the MIT Sloan Center for Information Systems
Research (CISR); Cynthia M. Beath of the University of Texas at Austin; Stuart Scantlebury of The Boston Consulting
Group; Martin Mocker, Nils Fonstad, Martin Kagan, Kate Moloney, and Susan Geraghty Krusell of MIT Sloan CISR; and
the Technology Advantage Practice of The Boston Consulting Group. The report was written for the purposes of class discussion rather than to illustrate either effective or ineffective handling of a managerial situation. The authors would like to
acknowledge and thank participating executives and organizations for their contributions to the research.
© 2016 MIT Sloan Center for Information Systems Research and The Boston Consulting Group. All rights reserved to the authors.

We have found that competitive advantage results from the increased integration that digital technologies enable. This integration can take a variety of forms, such as (1) unique, value-adding connections
between the company’s products and services; (2) meaningful integration of internal business capabilities; (3) seamless interactions with customers and partners; and perhaps even (4) extraordinary coordination of discrete events. Such uses of technology to enhance a company’s strategic competencies are
difficult to accomplish and thus difficult to replicate. As a result, integration constitutes the basis for
competition in the digital economy.
Because digital technologies are enabling greater integration, most companies will need to increase integration to keep pace with customer demands and competitor initiatives. Companies that have already built
some integrated capabilities (e.g., end-to-end business processes, linkages to external partners, integration
of services across channels, an integrated view of the customer) are positioned to widen the gap between
themselves and their competitors. Companies in weaker competitive positions must intensely pursue
unique value propositions and build valuable integrated capabilities—now. In almost all cases, increased
integration will require not just new digital connections but also radical organizational redesign.
Our research suggests that integrated products, services, channels, and processes address the disruptions in both products and go-to-market approaches. As leaders recognize the opportunities created by
new digital technologies to enhance integration, they are defining new digital strategies. These are not
separate technology strategies. Rather, they are business strategies that incorporate the opportunities
that the digital economy presents. Thus, we define digital strategy as a business strategy inspired by the
capabilities of powerful, readily accessible technologies (like SMACIT) intent on delivering unique,
integrated business capabilities in ways that are responsive to constantly changing market conditions.
Our research revealed four keys to successfully defining and implementing a digital strategy:
1. An effective digital strategy zeroes in on one of two opportunities that are associated with digital
disruption—customer engagement or digitized solutions.
2. Operational excellence is essential for digital strategy execution and sustained success. Successful
companies will rely on capabilities that have been built into a powerful operational backbone.
3. Rapid innovation and responsiveness to new market opportunities are equally essential. To facilitate this kind of agility, successful companies will rely on the capabilities of a powerful digital services backbone.
4. Existing organizational designs are not well suited to building and leveraging both an operational
and a digital services backbone. Ongoing organizational redesign that includes structures, processes, roles, partnerships, and skills is essential to execute a digital strategy.
This report reviews each of these four keys to success. We conclude it with recommendations for companies that are ready to embark—or have already embarked—on the journey to become a successful
digital organization.
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About the Research
The research involved interviews with three senior executives—at least one each within IT and in a business function—in twenty-seven companies.1 These interviews explored (1) the strategic context of participants’ industries (i.e., how their companies were being disrupted by new technologies), (2) the business
strategies they were formulating to address opportunities, and (3) the organizational design changes they
were implementing to execute on their digital strategies. We summarized the findings of each set of interviews in a company vignette. We then conducted a cross-case analysis of the company vignettes.
As this research report goes to press, eleven company vignettes have been approved for publication,
seven company vignettes are under review, and nine companies have elected not to share their information publicly. Data from all twenty-seven companies was included in the cross-case analysis. We
cite only companies that have approved release of their vignette or have specifically approved the citation. In addition, we refer to data from public sources for Nordstrom, General Electric (GE), Deere &
Company (brand name John Deere), and Royal Philips (commonly known as Philips).
Companies in the research sample represented a wide variety of industries.
Manufacturing

11

Retail

2

Software/IT Services

3

Engineering Services

1

Information Services

3

Health Care

1

Financial Services

2

Transportation

1

Insurance

2

Government

1

Company Vignette Status

Companies

Approved for publication

11:












Under review

7

Use in aggregate analysis only

9

Cameron International Corporation
Ferrovial, S.A.
Kaiser Permanente
The LEGO Group
The Principal Financial Group
Schindler Group
Schneider Electric
Toyota Motor Corporation
Unum Group
USAA
Wells Fargo

1

The number of interviews performed varied in some companies: in three companies, we conducted only two interviews; in
three other companies, we interviewed more than three people (five in one, six in a second, and twelve in a third).
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Two Types of Digital Strategies
Companies attack digital disruption with two types of digital strategies: customer engagement and digitized solutions (see figure 1). As already noted, these strategies are business (not technology) strategies inspired by the capabilities of powerful, readily accessible technologies such as SMACIT, intent
on delivering unique, integrated business capabilities in ways that are responsive to constantly changing market conditions.
Figure 1
Two Digital Strategy Options

Customer
Engagement

Digitized
Solutions

Transforms
Go-to-Market
Approach

Transforms
Business
Model

A customer engagement strategy transforms a company’s go-to-market approach. Digitization facilitates all touchpoints with the customer through online services and apps, and support of customer service and sales employees. The strategic focus of a customer engagement strategy is on building loyalty
and trust—and in the best cases, passion—by creating a superior, innovative customer service system
that intimately understands customers and rapidly responds to their needs.

Examples of customer engagement strategies include:


Nordstrom’s commitment to a personalized, seamless experience across both full-price and offprice merchandise, and both in-store and online shopping options2



USAA’s focus on helping members to navigate important "life events" (e.g., getting married, hav-

2

“Nordstrom Investor Presentation, December 2015,” http://phx.corporate-ir.net/External.File?item=
UGFyZW50SUQ9MjkwNzA1fENoaWxkSUQ9LTF8VHlwZT0z&t=1.
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ing a baby, buying a house, retiring)


The LEGO Group’s commitment to fostering a global community in its efforts to inspire and develop the builders of tomorrow through creative play and learning



Kaiser Permanente’s dedication to providing a patient–provider collaboration that leads to better
health for its members

A digitized solutions strategy transforms a company’s business model by reformulating what the company is actually selling—its products and services. Digitization facilitates information flows that enhance the value of products and services. The strategic focus of a digitized solutions strategy is adding
value to customers not just from a product or service, but from the company’s ongoing value-added
involvement in the use of that product.
Examples of digitized solutions strategies include:



GE’s emphasis on delivering asset performance management services for big assets such as wind
turbines, aircraft engines, and medical equipment3



John Deere’s commitment to developing smart, connected products and ecosystems that guide
farmers to smarter, more efficient ways to grow plants



Ferrovial’s use of digital technologies to develop and operate infrastructure solutions such as toll
roads with rates that vary according to demand



Schindler’s strategy to become a provider of urban mobility solutions, first focusing on more efficient movement of people within buildings and eventually facilitating more efficient movement of
people within cities



Royal Philips’ “strategy to enable an ecosystem for new types of connected and personalized digital
health solutions”4

Regardless of which strategy a company pursues, it’s important to note that it will be more directional
than targeted. Thus, Schindler can work to become a provider of urban mobility solutions without
clearly defining what that is. And Kaiser Permanente can continuously search for the next best opportunity to enhance a patient’s health rather than funnel resources toward a narrow target objective. A
directional strategy abandons strategic goals that are focused on achieving some stated endpoint (such
as stated earnings per share, types of acquisitions, or new markets to enter) and instead focuses on the
opportunities that present themselves. This kind of strategy adopts a start-up mentality to business success, in which a business sets out to meet the needs of a target audience, monitors the response, and
then shifts as necessary to seize the opportunities that present themselves.

3

“Asset Performance Management,” General Electric, http://www.ge.com/digital/asset-performance-management.

4

“Philips strengthens collaboration with Amazon Web Services to expand digital health solutions in the cloud,” Royal
Philips, October 9, 2015, http://www.newscenter.philips.com/us_en/standard/news/press/2015/20151008-Philips-strengthenscollaboration-Amazon-Web-Services-expand-digital-health-solutions-in-cloud.wpd#.Vq-BfrIrKUn.
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It Is Essential to Choose a Digital Strategy
In our research sample, twenty-three of twenty-seven companies defined a digital strategy that we could
easily categorize as either customer engagement or digitized solutions. The other four companies had
not yet articulated a digital strategy. (See figure 2.)
Figure 2
Digital Strategies of Companies in the Research Sample
No articulated digital strategy
Manufacturing: 2
Insurance: 1
Retail: 1

4

10
Digitized Solutions Strategy
Manufacturing: 7
Software/IT Services: 3
Information Services: 2
Engineering Services: 1

13

Customer Engagement Strategy

Digitized Solutions Strategy

Customer Engagement Strategy
Manufacturing: 2
Information Services: 1
Financial Services: 2
Insurance: 1
Retail: 1
Health Care: 1
Transportation: 1
Government: 1

No Decision

Ultimately, digitization will likely impact every company’s product/service portfolio and its go-to-market
approach. However, our research suggests that companies need to decide which of the two approaches
will drive their business transformation. As far as we can tell, no company has been successful in pursuing the two strategies at the same time. We expect that is because as a company pursues two strategies, it will not be able to fully integrate them. The choice of one strategy determines the priority, thus
declaring a winner in debates on business priorities before the fight begins.
The choice of a digital strategy defines the approach to business integration. A company that selects a
customer engagement strategy will make product development choices based on how well they fulfill
customer engagement priorities. In contrast, a company pursuing a digitized solutions strategy will
choose customer engagement initiatives that best support the company’s product offerings.
For example, USAA has chosen a customer engagement strategy. This means that product decisions are
guided by the focus on creating extraordinary customer experiences based on a member’s life events.
USAA—and its members—care a great deal about the quality of the company’s financial products, and
USAA has people responsible for developing or partnering to deliver great products. USAA’s mission is
Ross, Sebastian, Beath, Scantlebury, Mocker,
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to facilitate the financial security of its members, and it needs a great portfolio of products to do so. But
USAA will not offer a product that cannot be offered as part of an exceptional customer experience.
In contrast, Apple is the well-established example of a company that has chosen a digitized solutions
strategy. Apple’s product is highly integrated, and it is driven by an emphasis on engineering a solution
to individuals’ daily communication and information needs. That engineering results in a product that
certainly engages customers, but the customer engagement between Apple and its customers takes a
back seat to the company’s focus on consistently improving the solution itself. A customer engagement
strategy might have been resistant to changing the electrical cord connector for one device when older
compatible devices had a different connector, or to releasing a product in the US that required customers to wait for a shipment from China. Apple’s customers accept the inconveniences because they accept Apple’s key value proposition. Note that Apple is also famous for providing an extraordinary customer experience—but that experience is built around the company’s commitment to digitized solutions, not vice versa.
Unquestionably, targeting one strategy requires making tough decisions. It is the willingness to make
those decisions that enables a company to develop capabilities needed to deliver on that strategy. Those
capabilities will be wired into two technology-process data backbones: an operational backbone and a
digital services backbone.
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An Operational Backbone Is Table Stakes for a Digital Strategy
Companies have been building operational backbones since the late 1990s, when the emergence of
ERPs and CRMs exposed the benefits of replacing siloed systems and processes with more standardized and integrated systems and processes. We define operational backbone as the set of systems and
processes that ensure the efficiency, scalability, reliability, quality, and predictability of a company’s
core operations. As companies grow, an operational backbone becomes essential for efficient, scalable, reliable, and predictable business processes (see figure 3).
The requirements for the backbone vary according to company strategy, but the most common appear to be:


Consistent source of truth for critical data (e.g., customer data, order data, product data)



Seamless transaction processing with end-to-end visibility



Standardized, widely adopted back-office shared services

Many companies’ operational backbones rely on multiple technology platforms. These can include purchased or cloud platforms as well as platforms developed in-house. They range from ERPs to custombuilt databases and portals. An effective operational backbone supports increasing automation of repetitive processes, thus enhancing their speed and accuracy. The stability and reliability it provides ensures that management can focus on strategic issues rather than fighting fires.
Figure 3
A Company’s
Digital Strategy
Relies on
Its Operational
Backbone

Digitized
Solutions

Customer
Engagement

Operational
Backbone
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Companies that are succeeding in the digital economy have obvious alignment between the key capabilities embodied in their operational backbone and the value proposition they are targeting. For example:


A key element of Nordstrom’s operational backbone is the transparency of its supply chain. This
transparency allows both employees and customers to see and easily acquire any item the company
has available at any warehouse or store. It also facilitates easy returns across all channels.



At the heart of USAA’s operational backbone is a customer file that ensures that member-facing
USAA employees have full information on each member’s accounts, transactions, and interactions.
The data is available equally for online and mobile transactions. This customer knowledge is important for supporting an individual’s “life events.”



Ferrovial built an operational backbone of shared back-office services. These shared services create
synergies across the company’s individual businesses.



Schindler’s operational backbone started with an ERP implementation that provided technology
and value chain optimization across formerly independent subsidiaries.



Kaiser Permanente’s operational backbone is built around the electronic health record (EHR).
Leaders note that the EHR is essential for both accurate recordkeeping and for collaboration among
physicians and between healthcare providers, patients, and their families.

In complex organizations, developing an operational backbone has been a long, expensive, and transformative journey. And now even the best companies find they must continuously improve and extend
their operational backbones. The LEGO Group implemented its ERP system to streamline supply chain
processes and ward off bankruptcy in 2004. But that was just the first component of a backbone that
has since standardized processes related to human resources management, manufacturing, and product
lifecycle management. This backbone ensures effective operations and customer satisfaction so that the
company can focus on nurturing its global community of creative builders.
In addition to operational excellence, a strong operational backbone contributes to business success by
facilitating responsiveness to new market opportunities. Elements of an operational backbone can often
be reused as companies enter new markets, acquire companies, or add new products. In this way, an
operational backbone enables companies to scale operations.
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A Digital Services Backbone Enables Rapid Innovation
Companies that have a strong operational backbone recognize its enormous opportunities—and limitations. A growing number of companies are identifying the need for a second backbone that addresses a
very different set of capabilities. We refer to this new backbone as a digital services backbone. We define a digital services backbone as the set of technology and business capabilities that serve as a base
for rapid development and implementation of digital innovations.
The digital services backbone provides the capabilities needed to constantly expand and enrich the company’s digital offerings and interactions (see figure 4). While the operational backbone provides seamless endto-end business processes, the digital services backbone provides infrastructure services, data access, identity
management, analytics engines, and powerful 24/7 processing that enable a constant stream of loosely connected digital innovations to be quickly delivered and easily replaced or discarded. Business and technology
leaders often refer to these innovations as services or microservices. Companies that are building digital services backbones tend to rely on cloud services companies to provide underlying platforms, usually referred
to as Platform as a Service (PaaS). Like the operational backbone, a digital services backbone may rely on
many platforms. But a digital services backbone appears to require less time and money to establish and sustain. In fact, the digital services backbone acts more like a coral reef. A minimal platform can support an incrementally growing set of business components—and a natural rejuvenation as some components die off.
Thus, the digital services backbone has lesser demands for maintenance than an operational backbone.
Figure 4
The Digital
Services
Backbone
Enables Rapid
Innovation

Digital Services
Backbone

Digitized
Solutions

Customer
Engagement

Operational
Backbone
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Companies are just beginning to understand the requirements of the digital services backbone. GE has
highly publicized its Predix platform,5 a cloud environment that provides access to services that support
the management of big assets. These services range from remote monitoring and diagnostics to predictive maintenance and the provisioning of incremental power on an as-needed basis. The Predix platform is open to any business within GE and any other company that wants to create and deploy asset
performance management applications.
In a more narrowly targeted effort, Kaiser Permanente built its Generation 2 platform to support a set
of twenty-one (and growing) technology components for clinical and operational services. For example, one service provides video support for patients who cannot visit a Kaiser facility. The digital services backbone adds a cloud-based self-service portal for Kaiser’s departments and an orchestration
layer on top of an infrastructure of 25,000 servers in five data centers. The Generation 2 platform along
with Kaiser’s IT services management model have greatly reduced the barrier to entry and risk of failure for digital innovations at the department level, while allowing Kaiser to scale innovations very
quickly. This has led to more creativity and innovation in day-to-day operations.
The foundation of Royal Philips’ strategy is an evolving digital services backbone called the
HealthSuite digital platform, an open cloud-based infrastructure that is secure and that supports management of individual health and lifestyle data and large-scale clinical data from multiple devices and
sources. The platform currently collects, aggregates, and analyzes data from more than seven million
connected devices, sensors, and mobile apps as well as EHR systems.6 The data and algorithms are accessible as services through a public API. The platform stores and analyzes 15 petabytes of patient data
gathered from 390 million imaging studies, medical records, and patient inputs.7 Philips describes the
backbone as “an open ecosystem optimized for rapid innovation.”8
Most companies are in the early stages of developing their digital services backbones. Schindler’s
Leading Edge Digital Business Initiative is creating a reusable, interacting set of services that incorporates sensor data, predictive analytics, mobile accessibility, and other features. The LEGO Group has
cited a need to develop what it calls an engagement platform to allow for the rapid introduction and
discard of functionality, which contrasts with the long maintenance cycles typical of the company’s
operational backbone. By means of loosely coupled microservices, The LEGO Group’s digital services
backbone will provide 24/7 digital functionality in a flexible, scalable environment that will adapt its
interface to individual consumers.

5

“GE to Open Up Predix Industrial Internet Platform to All Users,” GE, October 9, 2014, https://www.ge.com/digital/pressreleases/GE-to-Open-Up-Predix-Industrial-Internet-Platform-to-All-Users.
6

“Philips strengthens collaboration with Amazon Web Services to expand digital health solutions in the cloud,” Philips,
October 9, 2015, http://www.newscenter.philips.com/us_en/standard/news/press/2015/20151008-Philips-strengthenscollaboration-Amazon-Web-Services-expand-digital-health-solutions-in-cloud.wpd#.Vq-BfrIrKUn.
7

“AWS Case Study: Philips Healthcare,” Amazon Web Services, https://aws.amazon.com/solutions/case-studies/philips/.

8

“How does connected care Healthsuite work?” (Video), Philips, http://www.usa.philips.com/healthcare/innovation/abouthealth-suite.
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Designing and building a defined digital services backbone enables a company to accommodate digital
offerings that may be highly valuable for only short periods of time. To build such functionality onto
an operational backbone would be slow and expensive; while such functionality built without a digital
services backbone—i.e., as a one-off product or service—would be difficult to integrate with either the
operational backbone or related digital services. And one-off services would soon become isolated
functionality that the company could not reuse and would thus need to replicate in multiple places.
The greatest challenge related to the digital services backbone is that effective digital services invariably tie back into core operations. Thus, the power of the digital services backbone will be limited by
limitations in the operational backbone. Our sense is that companies that have not developed powerful
operational backbones are thus doubly cursed: they have neither the operational excellence required for
success in the digital economy, nor the foundation on which to build a digital services platform that
would ultimately rely on efficient operations.
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Designing for Digital Strategy Execution
Companies in our research were in the midst of transformations intended to position them for success
in the digital economy. Most notably, business leaders were consolidating businesses, introducing horizontal roles, and beefing up their operational backbones. For the most part, these changes were meant
to support growing demands for business integration. But integration was not the only concern. Business leaders were also trying to design their companies to accelerate innovation and respond faster to
market changes.
For many years, organizational design (what we refer to as high-level business architecture) reflected a
“divide and conquer” mindset. Most companies adopted playbooks in which business line or functional
leaders acted relatively independently to optimize their business’s or function’s performance. Although
enterprise thinking gained traction in the late nineties, divide and conquer long remained a favored design principle, perhaps because the rules of the playbook were well established. Hierarchical structures,
clearly defined career paths and incentive schemes, and explicit role boundaries reinforced the playbook.
The heightened emphasis on business integration and responsiveness is destabilizing divide and conquer designs. To accelerate change and encourage enterprise thinking, companies are adopting design
principles that facilitate rapid local decision making that is aligned with enterprise thinking (see figure
5). They are designing processes to sell and service new digital products and information-enriched
physical products. New playbooks that provide direction on how to run this kind of company are not
well established.
We describe the design challenge of the digital economy as one in which companies are attempting to
simultaneously build both a solid, integrated operational backbone and a rapidly expanding, loosely
coupled set of services on a digital services backbone while deploying the capabilities of both backbones to implement a digital strategy that is clearly articulated but constantly evolving.
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Figure 5
Designing for
Digital Strategy
Execution

Structures

Skills

Roles

Partnerships

Operational
Backbone

Processes

Digital Services
Backbone

Digital Strategy

Based on our research findings, transformations that begin to address this design challenge are supported by a variety of design elements. Each company in our research sample that was already building a
digital services backbone used all of the design elements to achieve organizational change.
Structures: As companies become mor e digital, they often design new str uctur es to addr ess new
responsibilities. Most notably, these new organizational units take on responsibility for digital innovation, speed, and agility. They can take various forms.


Ferrovial created an innovation center of twenty-five people reporting to the Chief Information and
Innovation Officer. This team is serving all of Ferrovial’s businesses to generate an innovative atmosphere and to find new solutions to customer needs and pursue those solutions as innovation projects.



Schindler created Schindler Digital Business AG, which houses both teams that build and maintain
digital services and that focus on the operational backbone. The digital services teams have been
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specifically charged with thinking about innovative ideas all the time.


Kaiser Permanente created an IT unit charged with adding services for its Generation 2 platform.
Kaiser Permanente transformed its IT organization by adopting a service-centric operating model.
IT now designs standard assemblies for IT services that are chosen by its business users.



John Deere has a team of over eight hundred employees responsible for digital innovation that includes software developers, systems engineers, product testers, marketers, and customer support
personnel. Known as the Intelligent Solutions Group (ISG), this team has historically focused on
technologies embedded in John Deere equipment.



GE created its Software Center of Excellence,9 funded by a $1 billion investment in 2011 and located in GE Global Research, to make the transition to a software/analytics company. A key initiative
was the development of the Predix platform.



In September 2015, Philips opened its first HealthSuite Labs co-creation center, where multidisciplinary teams that include healthcare providers, patients, and Philips clinical, design, digital, and
business experts rapidly develop innovative solutions on the HealthSuite Digital Platform to address specific healthcare challenges.10

Roles: To ensur e that these new str uctur es actually wor k acr oss ver ticals—and don’t just create
another divide and conquer approach to getting work done—companies are introducing horizontal
roles. For example, at most companies, process leaders and data owners and their teams continue to
facilitate the integration made possible by the operational backbone. Meanwhile, new units responsible
for building digital services usually create integrator roles. These integrators build connections to the
activities of the new units with other parts of the company.
For example, the head of Philips HealthSuite Labs plays primarily an integrator role, drawing on resources from across Philips Healthcare businesses. Similarly, Ferrovial’s two innovation managers are
responsible for problem identification and problem solving across business units.
Processes: As companies build and integr ate their oper ational and digital ser vices backbones,
they are designing processes that encourage collaboration and learning about how to succeed digitally.
These processes are designed to address two concerns: (1) the need for rapid innovation to address customer expectations and competitor moves, and (2) the need for coordination both among organizational
units responsible for innovation and between innovation activities and the efforts to maintain and enhance the operational backbone.

9

Brad Power, “Building a Software Start-Up Inside GE,” Harvard Business Review, January 29, 2015 https://hbr.org/2015/01/
building-a-software-start-up-inside-ge.
10

“Philips opens its first co-creation center to support care organizations with the transformation to new models for connected health enabled by digital technologies,” September 10, 2015, http://www.newscenter.philips.com/main/standard/
news/press/2015/20150910-Philips-opens-its-first-co-creation-center-to-support-care-organizations-with-the-transformation
-to-new-models-for-connected-health.wpd#.Vq-cCLIrKUk; “HealthSuite Labs: Supporting healthcare organizations with
digital innovation through design thinking,” Philips, http://www.usa.philips.com/healthcare/innovation/about-health-suite/
healthsuite-labs.
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The need for rapid innovation has led to new development methodologies and practices:


Principal Financial and GE are among many companies that have implemented agile methodologies
to bring new services quickly to the market.11



Kaiser Permanente introduced a DevOps model with the goal to further reduce cycle times significantly.



Several companies emphasize the importance of the minimum viable product (MVP) in their rapid,
collaborative development. Schindler, for example, has adopted the MVP technique in its work
with service technicians for rapid introduction of new digital services.

In these new fast-changing environments, it often happens that one part of an enterprise learns about a
change in another part of the enterprise too late to ward off possible problems or take advantage of potential benefits. Many participants spoke of the dangers of these types of misalignments. To avoid this
problem, companies building digital services backbones moved toward systematic, proactive approaches to synchronizing innovations across the company with the discipline required to maintain and enhance the operational backbone.


Kaiser Permanente’s executive committee and four technology councils establish priorities for new
enterprise services. Its IT services management model supports mid-level innovation efforts by enabling clinical and operational departments to choose, receive, and discard services depending on
their needs and budget.



The LEGO Group instituted enterprise architecture challenge sessions in which representatives
from across the business areas explored the architectural impacts of major projects.



With growing demand for innovation from digital delivery to digital products, USAA is considering creative ways to ensure alignment, such as by sending automated notifications of what different
groups are developing.

Partnerships: Schneider Electr ic, Fer r ovial, and other s r ely on vendor par tner s to implement
and host key elements of their operational backbones in the public cloud. Those partnerships have accelerated the companies’ progress toward executing digital strategies. More recently, companies have
started relying on partners to develop services in order to expand their digital services backbones.


Toyota North America’s Consumer Portal Delivery (CPD) group, which coordinates Toyota’s digital innovation with established processes, has found that startups make valued partners when developing digital components.



John Deere has connected to Climate Corporation's Climate FieldView platform, which enables farmers using certain John Deere equipment to collect and directly share data and to use data visualization
and customized, data science-driven insights to manage farming activities from the tractor cab.



Like Apple, Royal Philips and GE are opening their digital services platforms to partners that can
build upon them to offer services to customers—for example, to deliver healthcare services built
onto Philips’ platform, or asset performance management services developed on GE’s.12

11

Brad Power, “How GE Applies Lean Startup Practices,” Harvard Business Review, April 23, 2014, https://hbr.org/2014/04/how
-ge-applies-lean-startup-practices/.
12

“The GE Store,” General Electric, http://www.ge.com/campaign/thegestore/.
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Companies that extend their digital services platforms to incorporate partner innovations as well as
their own will greatly accelerate the growth of their digital services portfolios.
Skills: As companies adopt technologies and r edesign str uctur es, r oles, and pr ocesses, they ask
their employees to behave in new ways. Many leaders recognize the need for different skills to fulfill
some of the new responsibilities. In many cases the skill requirements aren’t yet clear. To encourage
more evidence-based decision making and ensure that employees can readily adapt to technologybased changes, companies in our study were cultivating and recruiting for technology and analytics
skills in particular. Newly established organizational units charged with building digital services backbones often recruited a wide variety of digital talent and created innovative physical workspaces.


Schindler Digital Business recruited industrial designers and even game developers to compliment
traditional IT talent in multidisciplinary teams.



GE recruited a leader to build its new software center of excellence who could manage a startup in
a large, complex company. He scaled up his team to one thousand employees within two years.13

To facilitate interfacing with the other environments in the organization, companies introduced talent
development initiatives.


Ferrovial's corporate university created new digital seminars.



The LEGO Group introduced a digital boot camp and hackathons. The company designed open
workspaces to encourage new ways of working.



Toyota North America’s IT unit has implemented a variety of processes in order to encourage innovation. The company holds innovation fairs and seeds funding of innovative ideas through an Innovation Council. Such initiatives are intended to increase innovative thinking across the enterprise,
leading to an enhanced customer experience both before and after the sale.

Most companies are just beginning to adapt design elements to the digital economy. We expect that it
will take time—and constant adjustment—to identify how best to design a company to ensure clear
definition of a digital strategy and the development and use of the backbones needed to execute that
strategy.

13

Power, “Building a Software Start-Up Inside GE,” 15.
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Recommendations: How to Design a Digital Organization
A digital transformation is a long journey. Based on our findings, we have six recommendations for
companies trying to map a successful journey.
1. Define a digital strategy focused on either customer engagement or digitized solutions.
2. Identify where you most need better integration or standardization at this time and make the next
investment in your operational backbone there.
3. Develop a digital services backbone by identifying—and working with technology partners to
build—the infrastructure you need to protect, connect, analyze, and support innovative services.
4. Once you’ve designed robust infrastructure capabilities, enlist partners to help populate your digital
services backbone.
5. Design the interface between the two backbone environments and evangelize the importance of architecture throughout the organization.
6. Recognize that the skills and cultures that support the digital services backbone environment will
differ markedly from the skills and cultures that companies need to support their operational backbone environment. Think creatively about how to foster both cultures.
Many questions about how companies will build and use digital services backbones are as yet unanswered. But it is clear that the changes instigated by the digital economy are massive—and the competitive landscape is changing rapidly. MIT CISR will continue to study how companies will design themselves to better meet the demands of the digital economy. In particular, in 2016 we will identify the
kinds of business components (i.e., services) that companies are building and work to better understand
how those services can be managed to enhance business performance.
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